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Introduction

ttended by CEO’s of major from across the region. Tonight is when embrace innovation. The notion of ‘global 
regional and multinational we remember that these awards were standards’ and ‘industry benchmarks’ is 
organisations, Deputy Ministers, established to ensure that call centres are alien to the INSIGHTS program because 

Executives, and all those who work with recognised for the great work they do in standards dilute differentiation. The 
or support call centres across the Middle very trying circumstances. The weight of INSIGHTS program is therefore not about 
East, the call centre industry’s annual seniority in this room proves that the the achievement of Key Performance 
dinner and awards ceremony took place awards are doing their job. The INSIGHTS Indicators or simply better financial 
at Dubai’s Crowne Plaza hotel on 12th team are delighted to be part of all that results. The awards program is about 
May this year.  2015 marked the tenth this industry has achieved and we are being successfully differentiated. 
anniversary of INSIGHTS’ awards initiative deeply honoured to have the opportunity Interestingly this means that participants 
and the black-tie gala dinner was a to work with such a broad range of the who highlight innovative opportunities that 
celebration of all that the industry has most esteemed business people that the failed in addition to those that succeeded 
achieved in that time. Middle East has to offer”. are more likely to excel over those 

participants who focus only on their Some of the recipients of the first In addition to a uniquely transparent 
successes. In short, INSIGHTS’ awards INSIGHTS’ awards were present at the peer judging process, the INSIGHTS 
are not simply based on statistics and 10th anniversary event and many of them program is also unique in that its core 
numbers. INSIGHTS recognises call have participated in ALL 10 events. Most tenet is the concept of STRATEGIC 
centres and industry professionals who of them, but not all, have changed job DIFFERENTIATION. The program thus 
can prove they have maximised strategic roles, moved to different companies or encourages business to be different, to 
business returns from their call centre and even launched businesses of their own in stand out from their competitors and to 
who are equipped to continue to bring that 10-year period but interestingly, they 

all continue to excel in their chosen 
careers. It is a humbling experience for 
the staff of INSIGHTS to be in the 
presence of such noted individuals of high 
esteem, individuals who are shaping, not 
only the call centre industry of the future 
but also the businesses of the future. 
Businesses that are increasingly driven by 
customer experience. INSIGHTS’ 
Dominick Keenaghan commented “In the 
run-up to this gala event, between the 
judging program and the overall event 
organisation, it is easy to lose sight of 
what it actually stands for. Then tonight 
we sit in this room, surrounded by some 
of the most highly regarded business 
leaders and members of Government 

A
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innovative change to their business and processes, find it very hard to excel in this The INSIGHTS awards program is 
the industry as a whole. coveted category. Companies that rely on serious. There is a serious, defined 

traditional QA methodologies are failing to judging methodology that ensures that Thus, when participants file into the 
harness 80% of the business value INSIGHTS are happy to attach their name Jumeirah ballroom they know that they 
attributable to customer interaction quality to award winners. INSIGHTS are keen to have been judged by their peers, not on 
assurance. provide opportunities for participants to the basis of simplistic statistical 

advance their award submissions and to performance but rather on their ability to The other highly competitive 
present their call centre in the best and truly deliver a branded customer categories in 2015 were:-
most factual way possible. INSIGHTS experience and positive business returns. l Employee Retention and 
highlight that it is incumbent upon 

MotivationIn his opening address, Keenaghan participants to acquaint themselves with 
l Rewards and Incentiveshighlighted that this year saw a reduction the awards process and to adhere to 
l Technology Platformin the number of competing companies. defined rules and guidelines. INSIGHTS 

Year-on-year, the number of entrants cannot be held responsible for There were limited numbers of 
dropped by 17% after the 2014 peak. participants or prospective participants competitors in all the “medium” size 

who fail to avail of opportunities to categories in 2015, prompting INSIGHTS However, more participants entered 
multiple competitions and multiple 
categories (including artistic categories). 
As a result, the total number of judged 
entries in 2015 was 522. This marked an 
increase of 18% over 2014 and was 
probably driven by the fact that 
businesses now recognise the benefit of 
leveraging the call centre for advanced 
inter-departmental strategic functions 
such as Customer Experience 
Management.

Keenaghan also highlighted that 81% 
become fully acquainted with the system. to re-consider the size-bands (small, of the participants in 2014 also 
New participants are urged to take medium and large) for 2016.participated in the 2015 awards, 
opportunities to understand the entry and highlighting the fact that businesses and 2015 also saw a large increase in the judging process whilst returning the individuals behind their success number of Government operations and the participants are strongly urged to study understand the benefits of adopting the number of outsourced operations. This is the new formats carefully in order to INSIGHTS awards program also prompting INSIGHTS to consider the ensure that they make the required methodologies. expansion of some categories to reflect changes to their existing entry processes.

these regional trends.As in previous years, the most 
INSIGHTS are proud of what the competitive category in this year’s Lack of strategic skills continues to be awards program has achieved but most of competition was the “BEST QUALITY the most common reason for participants all, we are proud to say that we are a part ASSURANCE program”, closely followed to fail to be nominated. Call centres that of the success of the leading call centres by the CALL CENTRE OF THE YEAR. The just achieve performance objectives in the Middle East. Our goal is to continue competitiveness of the Quality Assurance without any strategic rationale behind the development of the regional industry category continues to accelerate. More those objectives are always going to and to continue to recognise those that go and more companies are implementing struggle to excel in an awards competition beyond the mere notion of standards and VERY advanced, CEM-based Quality that measures strategic business results. create business operations that are Assurance programs that transcend Competitors are urged to spend more time uniquely inspiring whilst delivering touchpoint boundaries and feed directly modelling business strategy and to design positive value returns. Congratulations to into the strategic layer. There are a small call centre performance around their all the award winners for the last 10 number of companies that truly excel in business’ unique strategic requirements. years. You are the trend-setters and the QA processes but as a result of this, the They are also urged to take advantage of role models. Best of luck to all those vast majority of companies that still rely the many programs INSIGHTS offers in participating in the 2016 event.on out-dated scorecard-based QA these areas.
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INSIGHTS are proud of what the 
awards program has achieved but most 
of all, we are proud to say that we are a 
part of the success of the leading call 
centres in the Middle East.
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he 2015 awards competition was 
notably different from previous years 
when, as a result of feedback from 

judges and participants, INSIGHTS first 
initiative for the program became 
apparent. 

An Awards 2015 Awareness program 
was launched at a 2-day forum, held at 
Dubai’s Crowne Plaza hotel, Sheikh Zayed 
Road.  The first day began in seminar-
fashion and provided attendees with 
important background information on the 
awards program, the judging process, the 
most common mis-conceptions and the 
characteristics of higher-performing explained and defined to attendees at both true meaning of what “your customers 
submissions. The expansion of INSIGHTS’ the 1-day forum and the 1-day workshop. deserve”.
transparent, peer-judging process was Attendees were informed how the The event concluded with a strong focus also explained. conference theme would impact the on the “ten things” that winners do 

judging process and how their After lunch, attendees had an differently. It was highlighted that most 
submissions needed to be mindful of the opportunity to meet with various winners of major awards do not engage in 

members of the INSIGHTS’ team in one-
to-one, confidential sessions to discuss 
any particular issues they were concerned 
about.

The second day of the forum was 
given over to an outline CEM workshop 
that explained brand modelling, business 
strategy and brand differentiation so that 
participants had the tools and skills 
necessary to submit valid awards 
submissions.

The awards program’s Annual Gala 
dinner is co-located with the Middle East 
Call Centre Conference and Exhibition 
(MECC). The theme for MECC 2015 was 
“building the contact centre your 
customers deserve”. This theme was 

T

2015 Awards
Program
Launched
In Style

Awards program participants are urged to 
make time in January 2016 to attend the 
2016 awards launch event in order to 
ensure that they understand what the 
judges are looking for, how the 
submissions will be judged and what has 
changed year-on-year.

Introduction
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the awards program with a focus on just 
winning an award. They leverage the 
awards structure to improve their 
business so the awards process is a 
process they use every day in their 
business operation. As a result, their 
submissions are more strategically 
aligned and are far more robust despite 
the fact that their operations may not be 
“perfect”. A further advantage of 
leveraging the awards program for 
business development is that completion 
of the awards submission and the 
collation of supporting data is not such an 
onerous task.

Attendees of the launch event were very 
happy with the content and they all felt 
they had benefited from attending. Awards 
program participants are urged to make 
time in January 2016 to attend the 2016 
awards launch event in order to ensure 
that they understand what the judges are 
looking for, how the submissions will be 
judged and what has changed year-on-
year.

But, by far the biggest initiative of the year 
was the continued expansion of the peer-
judging process which saw ALL major 
award categories being judged by a panel 
of peers made up of volunteer regional 
call centre professionals who were 
participating in the awards program. 
INSIGHTS are dedicated to preserving the 
value of Middle East Call Centre Awards 
by ensuring that the program remains 
independent, unbiased and transparent.  

The judges convened at the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel, Dubai in early May. They were 
divided into teams and assigned to 
specific competitions, thus ensuring that 
no judge was assigned to a competition in 
which they were competing. The judges 
were provided with redacted copies of 
each competitor’s entry form. The judges 
were provided with guideline analysis 
forms to help them arrive at a decision 

majority decision, INSIGHTS cast the their time and resources to make this peer and upon completion of their analyses, 
deciding vote. judging process such a success and we the winner was decided by secret ballot. 

look forward to the future expansion of INSIGHTS would like to convey special The majority decision of the judges is final the judging process.thanks to all the participants who gave of in all cases. In the event that there is no 
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Ishan Badshah, Aramex Wael Al Haj Ali, Smartlink

Osman Massoud, AW Rostamani Cobus Christiaan Cansis Crous, 
Ooredoo KuwaitShaurya Bhasin, Bank Muscat
Ahmad Jawed Alizada, RoshanJehad Haboob, Chep
Stuart Brown, RTA - SalikIbrahim Seksek, Crystelcall
Mohamed El Sayed Abd El Salam, Humaira Majid, Cupola
Sharjah Islamic Bank

Mohammed Al Raeesi,  Dept. Of 
Naseem Al Aswad, SmartlinkTransport
Nafisa Salah Taha, Abu Dhabi Karim Afranji, Dubai Islamic Bank
Distribution Company

Sheikha Ali, Emirates Transport
Samia Barj, Etihad 

Amjad Naim, Mashreq Bank
Meshari Al Hamad, Viva Telecom 

Gamar H. Moamenah, Mobily Kuwait

Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Judges

The Full Panel Included
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Smart Link...
Business Process Outsourcing
Smart Link offers a wide and versatile range of customer care 

contact center solutions and services, business support & IT 

services, human resources recruitment & specialized training, 

information security, technical business infrastructure inclusive 

of technical hardware supply and set up, outsourced projects 

operation and management in addition to consultation 

and performance analysis, Quality assurance and Processes 

assessment. 

Our contact center services packages include:

 
   

         
      
     
    
  
    

       

.Smart Care™     

.Smart Guide™      

.Smart Desk™    

.Smart Web™    

.Smart People™      

.Smart Coach™     

.Smart-O-mated™   

.Smart Approach™   

.Smart Presence™     



Smartlink are probably the most 
successful Outsource Service Provider in 
Saudi Arabia. Like all Service Providers, 
their services range from outsource to 
insource and even cosource 
arrangements. 2015 saw Smartlink being 
recognised by their industry peers for:-

l Best Lead Generation Program

l Best Reporting Systems and 
Processes

In addition, Smartlink also won the

l Call Centre OSP Of The Year 
Award

Smartlink’s business approach may Call volumes and handle times at this success factor alongside the provision of 
best be described as an efficient, call centre dictate the need for operations adequate customer service.
continuous effort to minimise costs and management to have a resolute focus on 
maximise productivity for their clients. efficiency.
Their focus on efficiency is clearly evident l Best FCR program
in their reporting systems and processes 

l Best Government Call Centre that provide clients with a near real-time l Best Large Heklpdesk (Utilities)view of operations performance. 
l Help Desk Manager Of The Year Utilities are a life necessity and as a Smartlink also prove their capable 

(>70 Seats) result customer emotions run high. This efficiency in driving sales with the 
This call centre handles a variety of mandates a staff management approach region’s best lead generation program.

applications, some of which are very that embodies the management of Smartlink manage and provide call 
complex, necessitating robust processes performance with a pre-requisite level of centre centre services for a number of 
and real-time knowledge transfer. emotional intelligence.VERY high profile organisations in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and many of 
their clients were, this year recognised for 

l Best Government Call Centre l Best Government Call Centre superior performance, including:-
(Support) (Monopoly)

In a Government support role Monopolies in Government require a 
operating costs are often the most critical vigilant focus on the financial aspect of l Helpdesk Of The Year

National Water Company

Ministry of Labour, KSA

Yesser Saudi Post

SAPTCO KSA

Best Lead Generation Program
Best Reporting Systems and Processes
Call Centre OSP of the Year 2015

Team Smartlink

Smartlink’s business approach may best 
be described as an efficient, continuous 
effort to minimise costs and maximise 
productivity for their clients. Their focus 
on efficiency is clearly evident in their 
reporting systems and processes that 
provide clients with a near real-time view 
of operations performance. 

Winner Cameo
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operations and there is a critical need to 
balance customer value with cost of 
contact.

l Best VOC Program (Medium)

l Industries Leading Call Centre - 
Government Finance

Voice of the customer is a strategic 
process that identifies the drivers of 
customer behaviours and the financial 
impact of customer perceptions. This is a 
“must-have” process at any bank where 
customer retention is strategically critical.

l Best Omni-channel 
Implementation results and operational Key Performance private sector clients in sectors that range 

Indicators. As a result, Service Providers from airlines and travel to fast food and The fact that Smartlink have been 
in the public sector find it difficult to even finance. Smartlink’s customers chosen by such high profile clients and 
innovate and to create real value. value, above all else, their ability to deliver the fact that many of these “projects” 
Smartlink have managed to excel in the efficient operational results in a large have been operating for a number of 
public sector in Saudi Arabia and this is market like Saudi Arabia.years demonstrates why Smartlink were 

In addition to such recognition, 
Smartlink were also awarded an INDUSTY 
PIONEERS award for beginning their 
INSIGHTS FLAGS certification program. 
The INSIGHTS Flags program involves a 
series of strategic and operations audits 
before confirming if the organisation is 
indeed conforming to the standards of 
BRANDED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
MANAGEMENT.  Most organsiations 
achieve FLAGS certification within 6 
months of beginning the process so at 
next year’s Awards, Smartlink could be 
the region’s first Outsource Service 
Provider to be fully certified by INSIGHTS.

likely a result of the fact that they INSIGHTS’ Dominick Keenaghan chosen by their regional peers as the 
understand the REAL needs of the sector, commented “Smartlink have identified the Outsource Service Provider of the year. 
they know how to identify and present need to prove their capabilities to the Smartlink’s prowess in the public sector 
results and perhaps, most importantly of region in the form of relevant standards is most notable because the public sector 
all, they are ideally structured to delvier certification. Certification invariably is a very difficult sector for outsourcers to 
the public sector with the service they requires change but we know Smartlink excel. Without competitive pressures and 
expect. are up to that challenge and we look comparative performance analysis, public 

forward to their continued success”.sector performance analysis is often left But Smartlink are not limited to the 
to rudimentary Customer Satisfaction public sector. They also boast many 

Saudi Credit Saving Bank

Nas Air

Smartlink have identified the need to 
prove their capabilities to the region in 
the form of relevant standards 
certification. Certification invariably 
requires change but we know Smartlink 
are up to that challenge and we look 
forward to their continued success

Winner Cameo
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NSIGHTS the region’s exclusively 
recognised Customer Experience 
authority and organisers of the Middle 

East Call Centre (MECC) Conference and 
Exhibition announced their full support of 
the Middle East Customer Experience 
Executive Council (CXExCo) and 
supported the official launch of the 
CXExCo initiative at MECC ’15.

Dominick Keenaghan, President of 
INSIGHTS commented, “We are proud to 
be part of all that this industry has 
achieved over the last 18 years. This year, 

unique opportunity to implement effective results and Customer Value based on coinciding with the 10th anniversary of 
Middle East experiences to drive Brand local market expectations rather than the INSIGHTS’ call centre awards program 

ineffective, notional international we are delighted to announce our support 
standards”for the most exciting industry initiative to 

date – the formation of the Middle East 
Customer Experience Executive Council”.  

Keenaghan added, “The Middle East 
market is VERY different from other parts 
of the world and the region is awash with 
customer experience talent. By leveraging 

It must be accepted that not every part of available talent and local experience, 
an organisation is equally important in CXExCo affords the regional industry a 
driving customer behaviour and there are 
no standards when it comes to 
behavioural drivers. Some companies find 
that for one or more customer segments, 
the call centre is the most important 
touchpoint for driving retention while for 
others it is the retail experience or even 
the product itself. For successful cost 
leader organisations, customer behaviour 
must be driven by price above all other 
considerations. 

Excerpt From First 
CXExCo Report
BUDGETING

I C E Co MISSION
To provide Middle East organisations with regionally-focused, authoritative customer 
experience advice and advisories by leveraging the cumulative skills and experience 
of regional customer experience practitioners.

o To provide a forum for sharing regional Customer Experience Innovation.

o To collaboratively mitigate potential industry risks through analysis of 
experiential performance, customer behaviours and industry trends.

o To provide members with opportunity to present and publish industry guidance, 
white papers and other intellectual and academic content.

X x

C E Co X x Launched at
MECC 2015

The MECC ’15 CXExCo forum was chaired by Dr. Brownell O’Connor, 
supported by Mr. Aymen Battikh. All participants were offered free 
membership of CXExCo and the opportunity to be contributors to the 
first industry advisory. Dr. Brownell presented detailed analyses of 
data captured from the INSIGHTS awards program and asked 
members and participants for input and guidance. The following 
excerpt is taken from the BUDGETING section of the first edition of  
THE EXECUTIVE BRIEF” – CXExCo’s official newsletter. 

Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Commemorative Issue

A New Regional 
Customer Experience Initiative 
Means The CEM Awards 
Will Move To The New 
Middle East CX Event



departmental resourcing while other 
managers have excessive budgets that do 
not reflect the returns created.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR 
BUDGETING

CXExCo requested INSIGHTS to provide 
simple guidance to business leaders and 
executives (perhaps in the form of an 
academic paper or webinar) to illustrate 
the benefits of value-based accounting. 
Short seminars or webinars would also 
be useful to assist accounting 
departments, marketing departments, Customer journey mapping is now failing to invest appropriately in the 
VOC functions and Cx functions in practised by the majority of companies attributes of service that drive customer 
effective data sharing to allow accounting but few companies take the time to behaviour. Why are businesses making 
teams to apply value-based budgeting analyse how much of an impact each such elementary mistakes; failing to 
methodologies. touchpoint has on customer behaviour. harness maximum value from customers 

With the right methodologies it is possible and instead falling into the almost-always-
to identify exactly how much impact each futile exercise of excessive cost 
part of the organisaiton has on customer reduction?
behaviour and as a result, organsiations Almost 80% of CXExCo participants 
can budget more wisely – with the most concur that their businesses have 
important customer-driving components ineffective and de-valuing budgeting 
gaining a larger portion of the available methodologies that fail to harness the true 
budget. value of the customer “book”.

MOST COMMON BUDGETING ½ of CXExCo participants believe that 
MISTAKES executives are lacking understanding of 

the benefits of value accounting in Most companies make random decisions 
maximizing business returns. As a result, about which parts of the business are 
they are not forcing their accounting most important. In many cases, the call 
departments to apply value-based centre is deemed to be a “cost centre” 

accounting methodologies.  The and by definition, it therefore has no 
remaining ½ of CXExCo participants impact on customer behaviour. But call 
believe that the problem lies in accounting centres are almost never ZERO impact. 
departments but ALL agreed that the Companies are therefore having 
result is the same; some operations enormous negative impact on their ability 
managers are unable to achieve maximum to acquire customers, retain customers 
business results due to inadequate and maximize customer lifetime value by 

Strategic Guidance From The Council
Panel of Advisors

Effective budgeting requires an executive mandate to ensure the 
accounting team, marketing team, VOC team and CX team share data 
and insights in a collaborative value-based budgeting methodology

CXExCo Panel of Advisors 
May 2015

The following regional practitioners 
have kindly contributed to this industry 
advisory. Cumulatively, they represent 
the most experienced Customer 
Experience experts in the Middle East. 

o Mr. Ashraf Khalil Alhammari
o Mr. Muhammad H. Al-Hamzi
o Mr. Kaab Ahmed AlKharusi
o Ms Tanya Barton
o Mr. Brian Golden
o Mr Ricardo Langwieder-Goerner
o Mr. Mohammed Saleh Al-Marri
o Mr. Hani Ahmed Masgidi
o Mr. Mohammed Nabbagui
o Miss Reine Nakhleh
o Dr. Brownell O’Connor
o Mr. Eddie O'Reilly
o Dr. Tejinder Singh
o Ms. Nafisa Taha

11 Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Commemorative Issue

CXExCo would like to thank all the 
above members for their valuable 
contributions and their willingness to 
give of their time and expertise to 
help drive business results across 
the region through the effective use 
of Customer Experience Management 
(CEM) principles.
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Perhaps more than anything else accurately and effectively and, perhaps who choose to outsource spare capacity. 
prospective outsource clients seek most of all, to bring issues to their attention They are dedicated to providing their clients 
Outsource Service Providers who can create promptly and transparently…. As a result of with value returns from outsourcing and 
or maintain desired levels of Customer demonstrating ALL those attributes, they allow nothing to distract them from that 
Satisfaction.  Clients therefore, regularly Cupola’s Khalid Mohammed won the mission
seek the Outsource Service Provider with coveted, Cupola understand the need to remain 
the best audited customer satisfaction 

l OSP Account Manager Of The Year agile and to adapt emerging business 
scores in the region. But great Customer methodologies. Cupola therefore invest And to prove they are as talented in the Satisfaction scores alone do not guarantee heavily in training and development at all arts as they are in business, Cupola also customer loyalty so perhaps it would be levels. Cupola staff,  from agents to carried home the award for. better to choose the Outsource Service executives are certified industry 
Provider that has been judged to have the 

l Best Music Composition practitioners and their attendance at global 
best loyalty program? Loyalty programs events, conferences and exhibitions ensures  The final question from clients might however are never 100% effective so that they can apply the most effective global be, “Are Cupola actually delivering value choosing the Outsource Service Provider business trends to your business.returns to their clients?”. The answer is a that has been judged to have the best 

resounding YES. In a few years Cupola will Cupola know how to sustain a business winback program in the Middle East might 
be celebrating 20 years in business. They and a business relationship. Sustainability be a good choice.
are probably the longest operating, often requires the hard choices over the 

So should you choose the Service dedicated Outsource Service Provider in the easier, more attractive choices. Don’t be 
Provider with the best CSAT results, best Middle East and they can definitively boast conned by Service Providers who just want 
loyalty program, or best winback program? having the longest, continuously operating to make a “quick buck”, who accept 
Or should you choose the Service Provider outsource client in the Middle East…. When everything you throw at them or who always 
with the best sales results because without clients choose Cupola as their business tell you what you want to hear. Choosing a 
effective sales, nothing else matters? partner… they stay!!! That is why Cupola business partner with their feet firmly placed 

also received the The good news is that the task of in the realities of sustainability is perhaps 
identifying the BEST Outsource Service the most important factor in selecting a 

l Longevity Award for Outsourcing
Provider has just become a lot easier Service Provider and as the regional 

In May of this year, some of the region’s because this year, one Outsource Service industry has judged, Cupola are
most experienced, most recognised and Provider, Cupola, won all the awards for:- THE BEST LARGE OUTSOURCE SERVICE most respected call centre industry 

PROVIDER IN THE MIDDLE EASTl Best Sales Program professionals met in a Dubai hotel. They 
studied and reviewed call centres from l Best CEM Loyalty Program On announcing Cupola’s title award at 
across the region. That group of the annual call centre awards ceremony, 

l Best Customer Winback Program independent call centre professionals INSIGHTS’ Dominick Keenaghan 
decided that Cupola is thel Best (audited) CSAT commented, “We are very proud of the fact 

that we have a regional outsourcer who BEST LARGE OUTSOURCE SERVICE Of course clients are also concerned 
outperform many multinational Service PROVIDER IN THE MIDDLE EAST.about the ability of the chosen Outsource 
Providers in terms of delivering actual Service Provider to manage the project, to Cupola are dedicated to outsourcing. business returns to their clients.”manage the call centre team/s, to report They are not a bank or a telco or an airline 

Best Large OSP
Longevity Award 
Best Customer Winback Program
Best CEM Loyalty Program
Best Sales Program
Best (audited) CSAT 
Best Call Centre Music Composition
OSP Account Manager Of The Year, Khalid 
Mohammed, Cupola Group

13 Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Commemorative Issue
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While many businesses across the 
region struggle to understand the 
difference between customer satisfaction, 
customer centricity and customer 
experience management, one company 
stands out as experts in Customer 
Experience Management. That company 
is A.W. Rostamani and this year, they 
carried home awards for:-

l Best VOC Program - Small 
Company 

l Best Customer Retention 
Program The CEM program at AW Rostamani is Rostamani brand and by building on the 

dynamic and ever-changing. From one differentials within that brand. Hani and l Best CEM Brand Alignment
year to the next, the program “looks and his team have implemented a CEM 

With Hani Masgidi at the helm, AW feels” completely different. This program and in addition to producing 
Rostamani have implemented a pervasive dynamism is a direct result of how the CEM reports the team also produce 
Customer Experience Management team leverage VOC to identify market normal call centre operations reports. 
program. Greatness in Customer trends and expectations (often before the Their goal, however, is not to impress 
Experience is measured not by the competition recognise it). The customer senior management with reports and 
processes and methodologies but by the experience program methodologies and KPI’s. Their goal is far more addictive. 
end result achieved. It is the end result of processes do not change from one year Their goal is to improve business results 
CEM that sets it aside from customer to the next but the business interventions through maximised customer behaviour. 
centricity and customer satisfaction, recommended by the CEM program Thus they impress senior managers, not 

change continuously as the business by achieving an operational target but A.W Rostamani’s Customer 
rides the wave of experience that ensures more by delivering unequalled business Experience Management program was 
it remains in pole position. results.spearheaded at the call centre and then 

spread across the wider organisation. The The management team at AW For three years the judges have 
implementation process, like all CEM Rostamani continue to achieve incredible congratulated Hani and the entire team at 
implementations, required careful analysis results – above and beyond all their AW Rostamani for being visionaries, for 
of the brand and the business’ strategy. competitors, not by applying some being brave and for having a thorough 
The implementation program at AW notional world standard or by spending brand strategy. This year the judges, once 
Rostamani was “text book” and as a unlimited sums of money. They have again highlighted the immense 
result they enjoyed some of the largest, achieved these results by knowing and competence, the trademark bravery and 
fastest returns ever witnessed. understanding the perception of the AW the operational prowess of the entire team 

Best VOC Program - Small Company 
Best Customer Retention Program 
Best CEM Brand Alignment
Industries' Leading Call Centre - 
Automotive

Team AWRostamani

Regional business can learn a lot from 
AW Rostamani’s success and the global 
CEM community can boast the fact that 
this regional organisation are shaking the 
very foundations of customer service

Winner Cameo
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for delivering quality



at AW Rostamani. The industry will be 
hearing a lot more about this organisation 
as they continue to evolve and push the 
boundaries. 

INSIGHTS’ Dominick Keenaghan 
commented “Regional business can learn 
a lot from AW Rostamani’s success and 
the global CEM community can boast the 
fact that this regional organisation are 
shaking the very foundations of customer 
service”.

To truly appreciate the wealth of talent 
and skill at AW Rostamani, one must 
consider their primary industry – 
automotive. Consider the attractiveness 
and affordability of cars in the Middle East 
and the fact that many, if not most buyers 

impact on dealerships. Because all the advocacy is directed first and foremost have their sights set on a particular brand. 
dealerships are struggling to adhere to towards the automotive brand.Consider also, how buyers like to switch 
brand standards, they all end up “looking from brand to brand. Consider all these AW Rostamani have not just broken 
the same”. Customers, therefore come to things because together, they conspire to that mould, they re-built it. They have 

used the principles of CEM to identify the 
aspects of dealerships’ business that 
most drive customer behaviour and with 
that information they have created a 
unique dealership experience. The AW 
Rostamani experience ensures that they 
remain differentiated and well-
remembered by customers. Instead of 
being invisible, they are now in the 
spotlight. AW Rostamani have not just 
implemented a CEM program, they have 
leveraged the most advanced CEM 
methodologies to build a unique 
experience and as a result of that 
experience they have had a DIRECT 
impact on business results. They are a 
case study to prove that CEM works and make the automotive dealership one of the dealerships in order to purchase a 
they also prove that automotive  brands most competitive industry’s imaginable. particular brand of car and the dealerships 
are hurting the industy with over-struggle to define themselves in a unique It’s competitive and complicated protective standards of operation for manner. Dealerships can easily become because customers buy first and foremost dealerships.“invisible” and this only accelerates into automobile brands, and the brands 

customer loyalty that is directed solely at For showing us all “how it’s done”; impose complicated and convoluted 
the brand. All – in – all, dealerships find it Congratulations to AW Rostamani. We standards of operation upon the 
very hard to create customer loyalty or look forward to seeing you again next dealerships. While these standards are 
advocacy because, due to the nature of year.arguably effective in protecting the brand 
the dealership contract, such loyalty and they have a serious and negative dilution 

AW Rostamani have not just implemented 
a CEM program, they have leveraged the 
most advanced CEM methodologies to 
build a unique experience and as a result 
of that experience they have had a 
DIRECT impact on business results. 

Winner Cameo
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Other Middle East Call Centre Awards '15 Winners
Congratulated by INSIGHTS' President Dominick Keenaghan

Call Centre Of The Year (Strategically Aligned)

dnata travel

17

Other Winners

Call Centre Manager Of The Year (Large, >70 Seats) 

Gamar Moamenah, Mobily

Best Management Information

Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait
Call Centre Manager Of The Year (Small, <31 Seats)

Nawaf Al Kharayef, Al Ahli Bank Of Kuwait

Best New Call Centre 

The Courier Co

Best Small Helpdesk (Operationally, <31 Seats)

Fujitsu

Best Government Helpdesk (Non-Commercial) 
Best Government Call Centre (Lifestyle)

Best Recruitment Program 

RTA - 8009090

Best Small Call Centre (Operationally <30)

United Arab Bank

Best Medium Helpdesk (Operationally, 31-70 Seats) 

VIVA Telecom, Kuwait

Best Medium OSP (1-300 Seats)

CrysTelCall

Best Medium Call Centre (Operationally 31-70) 
Best Technology Platform

ADDC

Best New Helpdesk

Toyota

Best Government Call Centre (Value)

Al Foah Co

Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Commemorative Issue



Other Middle East Call Centre Awards '15 Winners
Congratulated by INSIGHTS' President Dominick Keenaghan

Best Government Call Centre (Enforcement)

RTA - Salik

18

Best Service Assurance Program

ooredoo Oman

Best Contact Centre Social Media Implementation

BPO+

Best Escalation Management Process

Emirates Transport 

Best Employee Retention & Motivation Program

Bank Nizwa

Best Customer Care & Big Data Initiative
Best CRM Analytics

Best VOC Program - Large Company (>1000 Employees)
Best Service To Sales Program

CEM Results 

Mashreq Bank

Best IVR Process 

Sharjah Islamic Bank

Best Rewards & Incentives Program

Roshan

Best Career And Skill Paths

Etihad Airways

Best Facilities

ooredoo Kuwait

Middle East Call Centre Awards 2015 Commemorative Issue
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Other Middle East Call Centre Awards '15 Winners
Congratulated by INSIGHTS' President Dominick Keenaghan

Airline - Etihad Airways
Medical - Hamad Medical Corporation
Logistics - Aramex
Automotive - AWRostamani Group
Transport - Department of Transport

Industries' Leading Call Centres

Finance - Dubai Islamic Bank
Materials Handling - CHEP ME
Telecom - VIVA Telecom Kuwait
Travel - dnata
Property Management - Waseef Property & Asset Management

Best Call Centre Essay Submission - Dubizzle ME
Best Call Centre Comedy (Video) - Dubizzle ME
Best Call Centre Music Composition - Cupola Group

Artistic Awards

Best Call Centre Photography Award - The Courier Co.
Best Call Centre Art Award - BPO+
Best Call Centre Song (Music Video)- RTA-8009090
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INSIGHTS presents

THE MIDDLE EAST
CONTACT CENTRE STRATEGY SUMMIT

May 31-June 1, 2016 - Dubai, UAE

THE
FUTURE
OF THE

MIDDLE EAST

CONTACT
CENTRE

with
key input
from

An Expert-led Forum
To Determine Strategies &
Best Practices For :-

Re-aligning existing call centres around new
customer experience imperatives

Choosing the best combination of captive
and outsource options for your business

Driving call centre performance with more
business results-oriented metrics

Adapting to the new era of rapidly 
evolving technology and more demanding, 
digitally-empowered customers

www.insights-me.com )+971-4-3329211 8 insights@eim.ae

Middle East Customer
Experience Executive Council

Global Contact Centre
Benchmarking Report

Raising Standards in
Customer Operations
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